LABORATORY SERVICES

STANDING ORDERS

STANDING ORDER: ☐ YES ☑ NO

IF YES, EFFECTIVE DATE: ____________________________

EXPIRATION DATE: ____________________________

(Maximum is six months)

Standing Order Frequency: ____________________________

PANELS

☐ BASIC METABOLIC 02368 BASCOM R
☐ COMPLETE BLOOD COUNT 02369 CB1 R
☐ ELECTROLYTES 02370 ELE R
☐ LIVER FUNCTION 02371 HF1 R
☐ SODIUM 02372 SOD R

TESTS

☐ ALKALINE PHOSPHATASE 02391 ALK PHOS R
☐ AST (SGOT) 02392 AST R
☐ BUN 02393 BUN R
☐ CREATININE 02394 CRE R
☐ GLUCOSE 02395 GLU R
☐ LIVER FUNCTION 02371 HF1 R
☐ SODIUM 02372 SOD R

UNIT QTs: 1 = Male 2 = Female

SS# last 4 digits: ____________________________

Gender: ____________________________

Requiring practitioner must obtain patient's permission to use partial SSN for reporting to State Health Departments.

URINE

☐ random urine analysis

DRUG SCREEN

☐ random drug test

LEAD STUDIES

☐ random lead test

OTHER TESTS

☐ random other test

MICROBIOLOGY

☐ random microbiology
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